Banking

To survey financial systems is of utmost importance. Its vital to have a flawless security measures in place. With offenders on the verge, Multistar offers solutions with latest upgrades for multiple facets of banking ranging from ATM’s to branch offices to data centres to lockers and more.

ATM Surveillance

✓ Pitch perfect high quality footage to identify and alert its network
✓ Accessibility to only authorized persons and identification
✓ Easy and seamless systems which can be used by anyone
✓ System alerts can be set when offenders try to transact multiple times after failing

Branch offices surveillance

✓ High resolution cameras and DVR will record details of any persons activities
✓ CCTV cameras designed to capture images in difficult light areas
✓ Network video cameras to detect any potential threats

Cash van surveillance

✓ Card based restricted, controlled and monitored access to van staff
✓ Provides backup of all videofiles and data through hard disk
✓ Mobile integrated DVR and access control
✓ Central monitoring systems to help track of the location as well as viewing of inside of the van